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Representations – Advertising, Video games 
and Newspapers
This set of resources has been created to support the teaching of Unit 1, Section A of the GCSE 
Media Studies qualification. In the external assessment unit students will be expected to display 
their knowledge and understanding of how gender and events are represented in media texts in 
the areas of Advertising, Video Games and Newspapers. 

Students must consider carefully how representations reflect the viewpoint, message, values and 
beliefs held by the creator of the text. The resource will allow students develop the skills they need 
to assess and evaluate the hidden messages of texts and assess whether they uphold or challenge 
established representations. 

There is a historical element to the resource that will support students in understanding 
established representations. The contemporary texts are used to provide material for students to 
make comparisons. 

1. Representation of Gender in Video 
Games 
Introduction

The computer game industry is worth $99.6 billion worldwide and £4.2 billion in the UK alone with 
over 1.2 billion players. With that scope of influence, it is important to understand what messages 
computer games are sending out to audiences.

The industry has been the subject of much controversy regarding the effects of violent content but 
what impact does gender stereotyping have on male and female audiences? 

Recap

Makes notes on what you remember about gender stereotypes:

Female Stereotypes Male Stereotypes
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Best selling Games 
Use the digital resource 1b. Best-selling games

Look at the chart of the best selling computer games. Which games do you think have female 
characters? 

TOP 50 SELLING GAMES OF 2016 IN THE UK Company
FIFA EA
Call of Duty: Infinite Wafare Activision
Battlefield EA
The Division Ubisoft
Grand Theft Auto V Rockstar
Uncharted 4: Thief’s End Sony
Call of Duty: Black Ops III Activision
Watch Dogs 2 Ubisoft
Overwatch Blizzard
Forza Horizon 3 Microsoft

Answer: All of the games apart from one have female characters. However, only 7 include female 
protagonists. Two of them have featured women for the first time – FIFA and Forza Horizon 3. 

This is progress from a study conducted in 1998 by Tracy Dietz who discovered that 41% of the 
games on sale had no female characters. 

Key dates in Gaming History
Use the digital resource – 1c. Key dates

Drag the correct statement to match the date on the timeline. 

1940 Edward Condon designed a machine that played the mathematical game, Nim.
1972 Atari develop an arcade game of table tennis called Pong.
1977 The first cartridge based home video game is released.
1981 Donkey Kong drives Video Game fans wild.
1986 Metroid has the first playable female character in a video game.
1993 Mortal Kombat forces US Government to start rating games based on Violent 

Content.
1995 Sony releases the PlayStation.
1996 Tomb Raider released with gaming’s first female protagonist.
2000 Sis becomes the best selling computer game ever, especially popular with female 

players.
2009 Games such as Farmville and Angry Birds create millions of new gamers playing on 

Facebook and Smart phones.
2013 A wave of more mature game stories hit the market. Gamers have to make tough 

emotional decisions in more complex narratives. E.g. Gone Home.
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Female Character Stereotypes
Use the digital resource 1d Female Character stereotypes

Rank the following typical stereotypes in order of how frequently they’re used in video games. 
Discuss your choices in a pair/group.

Look at the following images of female characters. Match them to the stereotype:

The Damsel in Distress

The Sexualised Woman

The Hero

The Sidekick

The Antagonist/Villain

The Hero

Damsel in Distress
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Side Kick

The Sexualised Woman

The Antagonist
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Male Character Stereotypes
Available as a student sheet

Consider the images of Video game male protagonists. What do they have in common?

http://allthingsuncharted.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Uncharted-2-wallpaper.jpg

http://lh3.ggpht.com/-K7kE5jJn1Jo/VD-ReccaYeI/AAAAAAAAaag/Ne1ixiW2YH8/sam-fisher_thumb%25255B1%25255D.jpg?imgmax=800

https://cdn.mobipicker.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/des.jpg?x22722
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Image 1 Image 2 Image 3

Genre Code and 
conventions

Setting

Body language and 
facial expression

Dress codes

Complete the following analysis table:

What Stereotype is created?____________________________________________________

Sketch your own Male Protagonist. Do you uphold or challenge the stereotype?

 
2. Case Study – The Last of Us
 
Context - available as a printable student sheet

• The Last of Us is a post-apocalyptic survival game released in June 2013. The sequel titled ‘The 
Last of Us’ 2 is due for release at the end of 2018.

• It was created by the American game developer, Naughty Dog and published by Sony. 

• One of the best-selling PS3 games made and critically acclaimed by reviewers and audiences 
alike

• Heralded a new wave of more emotionally complex games. 

• Character and narrative development was highly praised. 

• Employed third person perspective with players controlling the two protagonists at different 
stages of the game. 

• Players use a range of milieu weapons to defeat enemies such as the infected and hostile 
survivors. 
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Characters

Analysing still images – Trailer
Use the digital resource 2c Still images 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQpdSVF_k_w&oref=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.
com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DOQpdSVF_k_w&has_verified=1

Look at the following stills from the marketing trailer. How are the male and female characters 
further represented?

Joel

A ruthless smuggler, complex motives and hints at a dark history.

Dress/object code:

Body language and gesture:

Facial expression:

Upholds or challenges stereotype?

 

Ellie

A 14 year old orphan. Although she has contracted the infection, she 
has an immunity to it. 

Dress/object code:

Body language and gesture:

Facial expression:

Upholds or challenges stereotype?

http://vignette4.wikia.nocookie.net/thelastofus/images/f/ff/Joel.png/revision/latest/scale-to-width-down/250?cb=20140419225924

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/5/53/Ellie_in_The_Last_of_Us.png
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Case Study 2
Heavy Rain - Cover

How does the cover for ‘Heavy Rain’ represent gender? Does it challenge or uphold existing 
stereotypes?

1. The black and white saturation, alongside the symbolic code of the origami bird signifies 
the crime genre, specifically the thriller. This is further reinforced by the rain dominated mise 
en scène. 

2. The female character is the key signifier. This suggests that she is the protagonist.

3. All the characters have an indirect gaze, a typical convention of the action genre. 

4. The dress codes of the male characters also fit the crime genre. They all wear dark suits, a 
typical representation of success and strength. Their facial expression codes are determined 
and the gun is an action code (Barthes) which raises audience expectations. The representation 
of the males fits stereotypical notions of masculinity, linked with violence and power. 

5. The audience’s gaze is drawn to the female character. Her short hair and natural looks fit 
the stereotype of a strong female. Additionally, her dress code of the plain vest is a convention 
of a female action hero, first established by Ellen Ripley in the Alien franchise. Despite this the 
character’s pose is sexualized and she fits typical idealized image of beauty with her slim figure 
and toned arms. Attention is drawn to her chest through the tight fit of her top and the focused 
lighting. 

6. Three separate covers were created for the games release. The American cover was the 
only one that featured the female character. Further research could be done on marketing 
strategies. 


